Abstract. The analysis of electromagnetic scattering characteristics of the static target after years of development has formed a mature and complete system, the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of target motion analysis in the last few years has become a hot and difficult problem for researchers and engineers. This paper presents an analysis method of quasi static principle of moving target group of electromagnetic scattering characteristics based on the multilevel fast multipole algorithm to accelerate the computation of RCS characteristics at different time of low velocity moving target group, and then analyzes different motion state of the target group of the electromagnetic scattering effect. Numerical experiment results show the effectiveness of the proposed method. Is not to RCS with the motion of a moving target group; non identical to RCS with the motion of a moving target in different groups will have the corresponding migration, and in the same incident wave and observation angle under the condition of different migration effect of different state of motion generated.
characteristics of a great impact. For the purpose of engineering requirements, more and more researchers and engineers are engaged in the study of electromagnetic scattering characteristics of moving objects.
The research focus of common electromagnetic scattering of moving objects are incident wave frequency, target moving velocity, target fretting and attitude angle change. The common approach is to create two coordinate systems: the radar coordinate system and the target coordinate system. The motion state of the target is expressed by the position and angle relationship of two coordinate systems. The first step is to convert the incident electromagnetic wave of the radar coordinate system into the incident electromagnetic wave of the target coordinate system, and then calculate the induced current under the target system. And then the radar cross section RCS is calculated. The differences of dynamic and static RCS characteristics in undulating target detection performance evaluation are analyzed emphatically [1] . The high frequency approximation method is used to calculate the electromagnetic scattering of moving objects [2] [3] . The quasi-static principle and the fast multipole algorithm are used to calculate the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of moving objects of arbitrary shape [4] [5] [6] [7] . According to the statistic distribution of static and dynamic RCS difference, the method of calculating confidence interval and mathematical expectation value is put forward [8] . Throughout the domestic and foreign scholars in the field of research on the status quo of moving objects, mostly focusing on a single moving target of the electromagnetic scattering of accurate solutions, while the moving target group of electromagnetic scattering characteristics of little research.
For this reason, the method proposed in this paper is to apply the quasi-static principle to the moving target group, to discretize the moving process of the target group into static state at several different moments, and combine the fast multipole algorithm to solve the And then the effect of different motion states on the EM scattering characteristics of the moving target group is analyzed.
Chapter 2 Quasi-static principle
The speed of movement of macroscopic objects common in everyday life is negligible relative to the speed of electromagnetic waves (the speed of light). When a constant frequency of electromagnetic radiation in the moving object surface, it will stimulate the surface of the induced current, can be considered at a time the induced current is not subject to the moment the speed of movement of objects and instantly stabilized, and the speed of time Will not cause great errors. So that the electromagnetic scattering characteristic of the moving object can be approximately equivalent to the static electromagnetic scattering characteristic of the moving object in some series of observation time slices.This is the basic idea of quasi-static principle. [4] [5] [6] [7] According to the mutual relationship between the radar and the target coordinate system, it can theoretically solve the electromagnetic scattering problem of any dynamic target accurately. Quasi-static principle to a certain extent, simplifies the process. The rationality of using the quasi-static principle to solve the electromagnetic scattering of moving objects is discussed in detail [7] .
For a moving target, the change in distance from the half-wavelength of the radar will result in a 360 ° phase change. If the change in distance from the target due to motion is much smaller than the radar operating wavelength for a short period of time considered, the time-domain solution is simulated in a series of stationary positions in discrete-time steps. In order to ensure the high resolution time-frequency distribution do not overlap, at least 8 points in a wavelength, to ensure that the high resolution time-frequency distribution does not overlap. For the actual target, the moving speed of the target surface relative to the radar is more complex than that of the point target, and the target attitude change will produce complicated amplitude and polarization modulation to the incident electromagnetic wave, so the actual moving target will cause the micro-Doppler spectral broadening. In order to distinguish the fine target of the actual characteristics of the fine, the sampling rate should be higher than the point target case of the sampling rate [7] .
Chapter 3 Multilevel fast multipole algorithm
As we all know, when we do any numerical simulation, because of the particularity of the computer, we have to convert the continuous practical problems into discrete approximation problems so that the computer can deal with it. This is why we need to discretize the integral equation or the differential equation when we compute the electromagnetic scattering of the target. For different equations because of the different basis functions used, simulation targets often have different ways of segmentation. The common methods of mesh generation are triangular mesh generation, parameter two mesh generations, tetrahedral mesh generation and so on. For example, the surface integral equation using the RWG basis function is to divide the continuous target surface into triangular mesh elements, and one side of the mesh represents an unknown quantity.
Assuming there are N unknowns in the scattering problem of the target, the problem is solved directly by the Moment of Method (MOM) [9] , which is equivalent to solving the problem of N-body mutual-coupling, the resulting impedance matrix is N N × , the storage complexity is . Although the exact solution of the problem can be obtained by using the method of moments, such a large amount of storage and computation can greatly limit the scale of the problem. Even with the rapid development of computer technology, memory and computing power are greatly improved. However, the problem that a PC can solve by using the method of moments can not exceed the scale of 100,000. Secondly, due to the nature of the N-matrix method and the density of the resulting matrix, it is also in the field of parallel computing is stagnant. However, in the face of strong demand for scientific research and engineering applications, computational electromagnetism is urgently needed to find a new and efficient algorithm to replace the method of moments.
So the fast multipole algorithm (FMA), one of the Top 10 algorithms in the twentieth century, came into being [10] . The fast multipole algorithm is based on the method of moments, and the interaction of all scatters is divided into near field and far field. In general, fast multipole algorithm is to target the body with a suitable size of the cube cover up, and then the cube is divided into side length (for the simulation of the incident wavelength) around the cube. The scatters are assigned to the corresponding small cubes based on the position of the center of the sub scatter (if the RWG basis function is used, that is, the midpoint of each side of the triangle mesh) to find a non-empty cube, called a group. Adjacent non-empty cube is called the adjacent group, non-adjacent non-empty cube is called far-field group. When the sub scatter i is calculated for the sub scatter i, the positional relationship between the self-scatter j and the sub-scatter i is calculated by using the method of moments directly if it belongs to the neighboring group. If the group belongs to the far-field group, the additive theorem first gathers the action of the sub-scatter j into the center of its group, and then transfers the amount of polymerization to the group center of the sub-scatter i, and finally the transfer amount obtained from the group center of the sub-scatter i to the sub-scatter i . As a result, this "switch" mechanism can be the method of moments all directly scatter between conversion into the indirect effects of fast multipole algorithm, this approach not only speed up the calculation of N body of lotus root, and aggregation, transfer, allocation of the three process are sparse matrix, greatly to reduce the amount of storage, also facilitate the use of iterative method for solving equations. It turns out that this single-layer fast multipole algorithm reduces the storage complexity from for the method of moments. Coupled with the fast multipole is a sparse matrix, iterative method can be easily solved using parallel computing, which makes the limited computer resources to solve the problem size has been greatly improved.
However, the single-layer fast multipole algorithm does not take advantage of this "switch" mechanism to its fullest. As a result, Professor Weng Cho Chew and other scholars have proposed an improved version of the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) based on the single-level fast multipole algorithm [11] . As the name suggests, multilevel fast multipole algorithm is a fast multipole sub-algorithm to achieve. In the case of a 3D object (similar to a two-dimensional object), a multilevel fast multipole algorithm is designed by first enclosing the target with a properly sized cube, denoting the layer 0, and then dividing the cube into eight sub-Cube, recorded as the first layer; then the first layer of each cube is divided into smaller 8 small cube, recorded as the second layer ... ... and so on, until the first n-layer c-side length is about λ 5 . 0 stop Segmentation. Each layer of the cube is divided into three positional relationships. This layer directly adjacent to the two layer cube each other for the "adjacent group", adjacent to the parent layer but this layer is not adjacent to the two cube mutual "distant group", the parent layer is not adjacent to this layer is not the two adjacent cubes are "other groups". Like the fast multipole algorithm, the multilevel fast multipole algorithm also decomposes the matrix and vector multiplication into three processes: aggregation, transfer and configuration. However, the aggregation process in the most delicate layer, and then complete the father through the interpolation layer aggregation, aggregation process to the second layer stop.The transfer process is exactly the same as that of the fast multipole algorithm, except that the multilevel fast multipole algorithm is only carried out between the distant relatives of the same layer. The configuration process is opposite to the aggregation process, starting from the second layer, through the inverse interpolation layer down to the next layer configuration, until the n-layer. Multilevel fast multipole algorithm will be "multilevel switch" mechanism to the extreme advantage, making the storage complexity of the algorithm reduced to
.These remarkable advantages, coupled with the high accuracy of the multilevel fast multipole algorithm, are particularly suitable for solving large-scale and even large-scale unknowns, whether acoustic, electromagnetic, or any other N-body interconnection problems. With the multilevel fast multipole algorithm, it is easy to solve the problem of millions of orders on a PC, and the parallel implementation of the algorithm, such as MPI, OpenMP and GPU, or combinations thereof, solves the billion-or billion-Scale super-large-scale problems become possible.
Chapter 4 Numerical Simulation: Electromagnetic Scattering Analysis of Moving Two -Ball Target Group
According to the quasi-static principle, the velocity of the moving target group is negligible relative to the speed of the electromagnetic wave (the speed of light). It is considered that the low-speed moving target group is stationary at a certain moment and the electromagnetic scattering of the stationary target group at that moment can be approximated Represents the electromagnetic scattering of the moving target group at that time. In this way, we can give the motion equations of moving objects in the moving target group, and then according to the above sampling rate requirements, each wavelength sampling rate is greater than 8. In this paper, in order to simplify the simulation, we assume that the target in the experiment is a rigid body, and do not consider the change of the attitude angle in the motion, that is, all the movements are translational. The RCS of the two-ball system along the first and second trapezoidal motion along the Cartesian coordinate system xyz has a corresponding migration.
Chapter 5 Conclusion
The analysis of electromagnetic scattering characteristics of moving targets is complex and has always been the research hotspots and difficulties of researchers and engineers. Unlike the electromagnetic scattering analysis of static targets, the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of moving objects are closely related to the motion state of the target itself. The change of the distance of the moving target about λ 5 . 0 from the radar will cause the RCS to change over and over again. Quasi-static principle combined with fast multipole method is the best choice to solve the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of moving objects. Based on previous studies, this paper presents an approximate method to solve the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of a moving target group using the quasi-static principle and fast multipole method. The effectiveness of the method is validated by numerical experiments.
The results of numerical experiments show that the RCS of the target group is independent of its motion state, while the target of the non-co-moving target group is relatively stationary. When the incident wave is invariant and the observation angle is constant, The RCS of the target group will migrate with the movement state of the target group, and the velocity of the target is parallel to the component of the observation plane than the component perpendicular to the observation plane. If the incident angle is constant, the impact of the RCS of the moving target group is greater.
More precise analysis of the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of the moving target group, need to consider the movement of the target group of fine, such as speed, movement direction, jogging characteristics and movement posture. In addition, the depth learning algorithm can be used to analyze the target group of electromagnetic scattering characteristics, and extract the movement characteristics, as the basis for forecasting the movement of the target group. Due to limited space, these elements will be given in the follow-up study.
